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NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF THE NEWBORN
AND OLDER INFANT
RAYMOND LAFONTAINE,

M.D.*

INTRODUCTION
In the field of the neurological examination of the newborn and older infant one
of the most inleresiing and important contributions has been made by Andre-Thomas.
He has written many articles related to the neurological aspects of the normal and
•.bnormal newborn and older infani. His method and a form incorporaling his ideas
liave been used for some time in Ihe Division of Neurology. In view of the interest
^hown by our colleagues a summary of the neurological examination as described by
Andre-Thomas and others is presented. This article is limited lo pari of his book
I'ublishcd in 1952 and to a monograph on the same subject published in 1955.'-^
During the first days of life ihe newborn shows spontaneous aclivity. However,
lie is also capable of other reactions which can only be brought aboul by stimulating
um — reactions which are in some ways comparable to those found al a laler age
when the cerebral corlex exerls its influence and has become the primary site of control,
I he study of this solicited activiiy and reaction of the newborn and older infant has
been one of the great contributions of Andre-Thonms.
In order to clarify the description of the examination itseU", a lew explanatory
icmarks about terms follow:
When referring to tonus three components are included, consistency, extensibility
iind passivity. Consistency is evaluated by palpation and the muscular undulations
oblained bv shaking the corresponding segment, Extensibilily is ihe maximum
lengthening of which a muscle is capable when it is slrelchcd away from its poinis
of insertion. Extensibilily is related lo the muscular elasticity and lo the resistance
offered by lhc ligamenis of the joinls. Passivily is inversely proportional to the reaction
of the muscle to stretching and is evaluated by the degree of resistance offered to
passive mobilization of the segment directly seized. Passivity can also be evaluated
by the degree of amplitude conmiunicated through rapid mobilization of the above or
subjacent segment. There is no idiomuscular reflex to percussion in the newborn.
Spontaneous motility connotes the absence of any actually avoidable interference.
However, il is probable lhat besides the imperceptible exteroceptive afferences, some
proprioceptive and inleroceplive afferences constantly exist. Therefore, the spontaneilv
includes (like refleclivity) some afferent paths, centers, internuncial relalions and
efferent paths.
Reactions are distinguished from reflexes by their greater complexity and their less
constant appearance. This is exemplified by such influences as (a) satiety or hunger
on the reaction of the cardinal labial poinis. (b) modalities of general tonus on the
tonic flexor reflex of the digits or on the digital reactivity to a stimulus applied to the
*Division of Neurology and Psychiatry.
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internal border of ihe liltle finger or of the palm of the hand, and (c) the inhibilory
aclion of the cry.
EXAMINATION
NEO NATAL PERIOD: NEWBORN
The newborn period as opposed to the infant or posl-neonatal period corresponds
approximately to the first ten days of life. During this conventionally defined period
some importani changes have already occurred due partly to the increasing remoteness
of the obsleirical trauma and partly lo the evolution of the central nervous syslem in
its new enviroment.
General posture: In supine, in prone posiiion, suspended wilh face down or up,
and in vertical suspension, head down, the posture of the newborn reflects both the
foetal posture and the stale of tonus which arc responsible for Ihe posture. However,
the head does noi conlinue wilh the flexion but aclually gives way to ils own weight,
ll is dragged in the supine position and is always extended when the newborn is
crying. The head tends lo remain in contact with the level of the crib.
Passivily: The passive rotation of the vertically held body whether done rapidly
or slowly does not bring aboul any reaction in the opposite direclion. Changes in
position of the body do noi bring aboul reactions of the head or limbs, such as the
labyrinlhinc or cervical reflexes described by Magnus. The head in passive rotation
at Ihis age does not appear to bring about any change in the posture of thc limbs and
swings freely in all directions when ihe body is shaken. However, when the head is
seized and then moved in various directions the flexion encounters more resistance
Ihan the extension. By repetition of a postero-anterior push over the occiput, the
tonus of the extensor muscles of the head and neck increases to such an exlenl that
lhc body axis can be raised by the occiput. Ihe head remaining in line with the trunk.
This same reaction can be seen when the child is crying or sucking its thumb.
Thc contrast between the passivity of the head when the body is shaken
(induced passivity) and Ihe resistance offered to occipital and frontal taps is another
manifestation in the spatial reflectivity of the importance of the chronological factor.
Spontaneous motility: During ihe cry, which usually occurs after the first
respiration, we see the earliest manifestations of the tonicity of the head and neck.
Spi>nlaneous rotation of the head in supine and prone positions occur. The latter
posiiion allows the newborn lo free his nose. A lateral inclination of the head is not
usually seen al this age.
Reaclions: The head is capable of reacting by some verv discordant movements
in response lo even a slight stimulus applied to the face. By rubbing the ear lobe
lii;hlly or by tickling lhc nasal seplum we oblain a rotation of the head towards the
opposite side.
The
which is
the tirsl
louerini;

reaction of the cardinal labial points is demonstrated hy the sucking reflex
Ihe lirst posl-nalal aci 10 manifesl itself rhythmically. It may even precede
respiration. On touching lighllv the right labial commissure we obtain the
ot lhc right half of the inferior Mp. and Ihe tongue will orient ilself towards
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be stimulus. If the finger is then taken further way while remaining in contact with
,lie cheek, the head turns Io seek it. If Ihc medial pari of the lower lip is slimuhilod
iliat lip and the tongue drop. If the examining finger moves downward towards ihe
.hin the mandible is lowered and the head Ilexes. The reaction is elicited more easily
i efore feeding than afler. In some newborns any conlacl with the face elicits some of
ibese reaclions. A finger inlroduced beiween the lips is sucked al. If the finger is
[irogressively withdrawn tbc head flexes pursuing lhc finger. This reaction is strong
. lough to overcome the effect of weight and ceriain contractures in opisthotonos
meningeal hemorrhage, kerniclerus).
Conflict of reactions: The simultaneous excitation of the right labial commissure
;ind of the right ear causes ihe inferior half of the right lip to lower and the longue
i.> move lo the right, bul the bead to turn towards thc left.
Ocular and visual reaclions: Th eyes of lhc newborn open simultaneously or
SL'parately. They are attracted by daylight, close under sirong light (dazzling reflex of
IV'iper), and Ibe pupillary reflex to lighl is present al birlh. During the first days of
llie when the head is passively turned, lhc eves follow only after the bead has stopped
moving. The eyes then orient themselves and stare straight ahead. This is known as
Ihe doll's eye phenomenon. The reaction loses some of its regularity and constancy
iind gradually disappears aboul the end of Ihe firsi len days.
Audiiory reaclions: A sudden and loud noise mav cause blinking of the eyes
1 cochleopalpebral reflex) and ma\' or may not be accompiinied by a generalized start,
Ihe reaction is exhausted by repetilion of the stimulus.
Gustatory reactions: The introduction of a sugiir-coated finger between the lips
of the newborn results in ii sucking reaction, licking of the lips and pursuit of the
linger while il is withdrawn and grazing the cheek. With salt the sucking is less or nil.
a wry face is seen, and the newborn will lorcj the finger back with its longue. milking
irregular movements wilh lis head. These contrasting reaclions are mosl marked soon
iitler feeding. The newborn, although he cannot identify the nature of sugar, sail or
Ljuinine sulfate, answers with a differenl affective reaction which precedes knowledge
of the quality and nature of the stimulus.
Reflexes; Percussion of the base of lhc nose ciiuses blinking of both eyes known
as the naso-palpebral reflex. Percussion of Ihe superior orbilal region causes blinking
of the homolateral eyelid known as the MacCarlhy reflex. The ciliary reflex is
manifested by touching the eyelashes lightly causing the eyelids, especially the homolateral one, lo blink. The corneal reflex is present. The mandibulair reflex is more
brisk during the inspiratory phase of the cry.
UPPER LIMBS
The eeneral attitude and relations between the sponianeous altilude of the upper
limbs and the cervico-ccphalic segmeni is referred lo laler in the presentation. When
the infant is vertically held wilh head down the usual flexor posture of the limbs is
niiiintained.
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In the upper limbs the extensibilily is greater and resistance to stretching (passivity) weaker for the extensor muscles. The reverse is true for the flexor muscles
in all segmenls.
When the body is shaken, movement of the upper limb is slight and a dangling
of the hand results. Amplitude of motion of the upper limb also evalutes the passivity
of this limb when it is thrown back and forth. If thc upper limb is raised a few inches
and then released (the infant being in supine position) the limb will not fall abruptly
on the table. If the fore-arm is extended and then released i l returns quickly into
flexion. Correspondingly, if the hand is flexed and then released it will return quickh
to extension.
The newborn is almost constantly in movement which is varied, non-adapted
(save for thumb-sucking), non-symmetrical (except during the cry), not really athctoid
and increased locally by anv stinuili.
Il the upper limb is passively extended along side the body while the infani is
in prone position the head will turn, the fore-arm and the arm will flex and the
frontal upper limb will lend lo move forward. The same reaction is enhanced when
the examiner applies pressure over the bullocks on the opposite side.
Reactions: Digital reactivity is manifested by tactile stimulation of the ulnar
side of the palm or of the little finger. The lillie finger is extended, followed by
extension successively of the fourth, third and the index fingers. The thumb is not
easily moved. The finders will then flex again bul in the reverse way. This reaction
requires a summation of stimuli and appears after a ceriain lapse of time. The
proximal segmenls react only .slightly in conlrasl to the reaction elicited in the lower
limbs to an analogous stimulus. For this reaction il is best lo examine the newborn
in complete calm, soon afler feeding. In the same manner localized movements of
the hand and forearm can be induced, such as lhat of pronation by touching Mghlly thc
dorsal aspect of the hand.
Grasping* as a tonic reflex of the flexors of the digits will result if tactile
slinuilation wiih slight pressure is applied to Ihe melacarpo-phalangeal furrow. All
phalanges flex and the thumb flexes simultaneously. If an object held by the child
is pulled, his grip is sufficiently sirong lo cause extension of the fore-arm and arm
and finally his body can be p;irlly lifted from the lable.
Submitting the hand lo a marked dorsal or palmar flexion increases the tonic
tiexor reflex of the digils in the firsi instance and decreases the reflex lo disappearance
in the second.
As later in aclive prehension the extensors of the hand and the flexors of the
fingers contract synergically. When the first are deficient Ihe tonic flexor reflex
of the digils musl be explored by passively raising the hand. The passive flexion of
•The word "grasping" should be used only when referring to the palhological phenomenon described
under this n m-e in adulis Its relalion-s wilh thc tonic flexor reflex of the digils as observed in
Ihe normal infani are far from being clearly established.
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ihe hand enhances the extension of the fingers as a result of a light and repealed dorsal
touch to the lasl phalanges. This stimulus is more efficieni in a period of spontaneous
.igilation than in a period of calm.
Reflexes: Tricipilal reflex is not elicited because of the predominance of the flexor
ionus in the fore-arms. If the other muscles are involved in paralysis while the
iriceps is inlacl, this reflex will be present. P;ilmo-inenlal reflex ;ippears to be absent
:n the newborn.
In conformance with the opinion of Magnus the position of the upper limbs
in the normal newborn does not seem lo be related to Ihe spontaneous or passive
:otalion of the head. The newborn sucking his thumb flexes the frontal fore-iirm.
ihal is, the arm toward which the head is turned, lo an equal extent or even more so
ihan the occipital fore-arm, the arm awav from which the head is turned. The return
into flexion of the previously extended fore-arms which are then relciised is done at
un equal speed and amplitude on both sides, regartlless of the side on which lhc
newborn rests.
The "arms of the cross" reflex is induced b\ :in\ brisk or riipid maneuver which
will mobilize the head in relation to the body axis. It may be induced by thc
participation of the cervico-cephalic muscles to a generalized start, as in the test
described by Moro.
Sponianeous appearance of the "arms of the cross" reflex occurs when the
newborn is held in the silting position, ihe head first flexed and the upper limbs
in their usual position. After a few seconds the head erects, moves beyond the prolongation of the veriical axis and falls back under the influence of ils own weight
into the hand of the examiner. The arms are abducted, the fore-arms, the hands
and fingers extended. However, when thc head is passively broughls back into flexion
Ihe upper limbs recover their position in flexion. 'vN'hen this second part of the reflex
is spontaneous, it is called thc embracing reflex.
The Moro reflex may also be induced by raising siighlly. bul briskly, the child
seized by the thighs in dorsal decubilus. the head remaining in contact with the table.
The maneuver, which consisis in mobilizing the head of the newborn by allowing
him to fall back on the lable afler he has been raised by the hands a few inches,
has the advantage of moving his body less but the disadvantage of inlerfcrring with
Ihe upper limb which is an effector segment and must participate at the beginning
of the reaction. The Moro reflex is inhibiled homolalerally or bilaterally by the
tonic flexor reflex of the fingers. An object held lightly in one or bolh hands is
not dropped.
TRUNK
Flexion cf the trunk progresses al a greater rale than does extension. When
the trunk is swung in the anlero-posterior direclion the dangling is more marked al
Ihe level of the lumbo-sacral articulation than in thc lower limbs. Sponianeous movements of flexion, extension, rotation and lateral inclination are noi found al this slagc.
Repealed pricking of the skin of the back from the twelfth rib lo the iliac crest
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causes curving-in of the trunk on the slimulated side wiih folding of the skin. The
curving-in reflex is one of the mosl constant in the normal newborn as is the Moro
reflex. The culanco-abdominal reflex, ihe cremasteric reflex and the anat reflex are
generally not observed al this age.
LOWER LIMBS
The extensibilily is greater and the resistance to stretching (passivity) less for the
extensor muscles than for the flexor muscles in every segmeni. Dangling of the lower
limb is slight when the body is shaken. The passivity is reduced for all segments,
even for Ihe feet. Dangling of the feet is less easily obtained than of the hands.
Sponianeous motility is demonstrated hy alternate movements of flexion and
extension, by volleys, in decubitus dorsalis and ventralis. There is also a contrast
beiween Ihe relative inactivity of the upper limbs and the lower limbs in this last
position. This rhythmical activity is probably relaled lo the automatic walk (see
further).
B\ pricking one of the inguinal folds contralateral adduction of the thighs resulls.
lo produce the ionic flexor reflex of the iocs tactile stimulus is applied to lhc metatarsophalangeal furrow using the shaft of a pin. Flexion of the toes occurs, and
they are capable of holding an object. The reaction can also be induced hy pressure
ii[ipliei.l lo the iuilerior heel at Ihe dislal exiremity of the first interosseous space. Its
iniensity is increased or decreased when the foot is passively brought into dorsal
flexion or plantar flexion respectively.
Crossed extension is produced by stroking along the planter aspect of one foot
vshile the limb is retained in extension. Flexion follows, then extension and adduction
of the opposite lower limb wilh extension and fanning of the toes.
By pricking the plantar aspect of Ihe loot extension of the toes, dorsal flexion
of the foot and tlexion of ihe leg and thigh result. No repetition of Ihis stimulus is
necessary. Thc reaction is rapii.1. almost immediate (see reaction of the upper limb to
an analogous stimulus).
The tactile excitation of the plantar aspect of the greal loe may give rise to the
isol.iied extension of this toe. However, tactile excilalion of Ihe lateral aspect of the
fool rarcK produces the isohiled extension — slow and steady — of the big toe as
described by Babinski in the involvement of the pyramidal tracts in Ihe adult. Flexion
and extension are oblained with fanning of all toes, and at limes, flexion on one side
and extension on the other when the stimulus is applied simulaneouslv over bolh
soles. The sponi.ineous movements may interfere with the interpretation, and these
reaclions must be looketi lor during a period of calm.
Thc patellar reflex is brisk and of slight amplitude wilh extreme, frequent,
almosi conslanl contralateral reflex of the adductors. The Achilles tendon reflex does
not exisl normally because of the relaxation of the gaslrocnemius and soleus muscles
and because of the relalivc hyperionia of the dorsal flexors of the foot. When dorsal
I'cvors of the f(H)l are paraKzed while the gaslrocnemius remains intact the Achilles
reflex is elicited.
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On percussion of the heel there is brief extension and movement of the lower
: mb followed by an abrupt flexor movement of more amplitude.
SFRAIGHTENING REACTIONS — LOCOMOTION
When the newborn is held vertically and the plantar soles are placed on the
floor there is straightening of the feet and different segments of the lower limbs
\ hich may be obtained on onc leg only. Standing is solid bul should be tested for each
l.g separately. Standing is not constant at first and is, al times, facilitated bv passive
L sicnsion of the head.
For vertical straightening, the newborn is held in the examiner's arms facing
lorward. The trunk and the head are flexed under the influence of Iheir weight.
With one hand pressure is applied to the soles of thc feel and the ankles are
r liinipulated. This maneuver elicits straightening of the differenl segmenls of the
body. If the face or the nape is tickled the bead and trunk straighten.
The primary or automatic walk is elicited when the newborn is held in a veriical
|i >silion with feet on the ground and lightly propelled. At first he lacks equilibrium,
( oordination is good and rhvthm regular. The heel is laid first with a strong dorsal
IlL'xion of the foot. Associated movements of the upper limbs are not preseni. The
newborn cannot walk backward. Wilhin a few days Ihe walking movements become
more pronounced and the dorsal flexion of Ihe fool less evident.
POST-NEONATAL PERIOD — MIDDLE AND LATE INFANT
The neonatal period is considered to be tbc firsi ten days of life. The remainder
of the first year of life and that period immediateh following when the principal
functions of the adull type make their appearance is known as the post-neonatal slage.
During this period Iho ceph;ilic perimeter increases considerablv pLu-alleling Ihe increase
in weight of the brain. Some marked changes in behavior are also noled, indicaling
Ihe passage from predominanllv subcorlical aciiviiies lo controlled activilies by superior
centers, but al varying degrees. The primary reactions are modified or disappear and
are progressively replaced by differenl reactional modalities. In a few instances, the
control of a primary activity by thc superior centers is first manifested by an inhibition.
Such phenomenon is apparently ihe case when considering the static and locomotor
aptitude of the lower limbs.
The clinical investigation at this stage no longer proceeds by regions as in tbc
newborn but is oriented towards investigating the evolution of functions, their modifications and progression towards a final pattern.
EVOLUTION OF THE TONUS
The extensibility and passivity of the flexor muscles increase progressively in the
four limbs. At the beginning of the second trimesier the flexor tonus at rest cvidenily
decreases in the different segments of the upper limbs including Ihe fingers. The
extensor altitude of the lower limbs, however, occurs at a later dale. During the
second monlh. the evolution of the tonus is more rapid and al thc cervico-cephalic
level, but in Ihis inslance it is toward an increase of the flexor tonus. These modifica-
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lions in tonus result in parallel changes in posture, Thc tonic neck reflex mav be
positive in one infani or newborn and negalive in anolher,
OUTCOME OF THE PRIMARY REACTIONS
Fhe cardinal labial points reaction may persist for many months, hut il is submitted
lo some modification by the corlex. The strength and amplitude of the Moro reflex
decrease rapidly, probably in relation to the modifications of the tonus in the upper
limbs and lo the progressive fixation of the head. .About the age of one or two months
iin incomplete Moro reflex can be demonstrated by raising the bodv axis briskly.
Ihe arms ihen iire iibducled to a ceriain degree and Ibe fingers arc not compleleh
extended. The curving-in reflex of the trunk becomes weaker and disappears during
the second monlh to reappear much later. Crossed extension reflex disappears in the
lower limbs usually before the end of the first month. At this stage the oppositeinferior limb flexes and remains in this position. Laler, aboul the third month, thc
crossed extension rellex reappears bul with some corlical characleristics (see discussion
of ionic flexor reflex of ihe fingers and the primary stance and walk).
Al lhc age of approximalclv three to seven months the Landau reflex can be
clicilcd sponlancouslv. With passive flexion of the head the lower limbs are flexed
iind w ilh passive extension of the head the lower limbs are extended.
NEW

REACTIONS
Visual: The doll's eye phenomenon disappears a few days after birth, bul the
dazzling reflex persists. During the first ten days orienlation of thc head and eyes
to a subdued Mghl may be seen; however, it is not restricted to this period. There is
inlermilienl fixation of lhc infanl's gaze al aboul one monlh of age.
Visual pursuit of an objecl appears al Ihe age of Iwo weeks. An infani will follow
inlermillcnlK and for a short disiance an ohjecl held close and horizontally. Aboul
Ihree or four weeks of age the head participates in the visual pursuit and musl he
he'd in order lo appreciate the amplitude of the movements of the eye. At three
monlhs a posture faciliiiiiing Ihe ticxion-exlension of the head makes possible the
visual pursuit of an objecl held verlicallv. Convergence, accommodalion, and visualsomatic associations (sec prehension) appear at Ihis time. The blink-reflex to threat
is of a later date.
-\iulition: In general the orientation of acoiislic origin appears later than thai
of visual origin. During the firsi month a small bell rung close lo the infant may
provoke the cochlco-palpebral reaction, a start or modification of the respiratory
ilnibm. or ot general aclivity. A few weeks laler the infani nia\ lie still at the sound
of a familiar voice such as that of his mother, or respond lo it hy looking toward the
speaker. Onlv laler will he turn his head lowiirds the sound of a falling object.
Tactile Afferences and Painlul .Aflerences; In the n.'wborn, pinching the big
toe provokes a generalized reaction, scream or wrv face. In addilion to ihis reaction
we musl sludy (a) the withdrawal of the slinuilated segment and (h) the placing of
the child's hand on a slimubited area. Al four or five monlhs the child is able to
remove a handkerchief covering his face. As earlv as the tenth monlh and certainlv
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hy the end of the first \ear he will bring his hand to the homolateral region which
has been pricked lightly, or even to the contralatenil temple if the corresponding hand
i- restrained.
STANCE AND EQUILIBRIUM A: As Related To Thc Straightening Pattern
1 rom Prone:
About the end of the first month the newborn raises his head slightly, bul it
l.ills back immediiiiely. Progressively, ihe head lends lo fix itself in the raised position.
1 ixalion of the head is more definiie ;tboul Ihe third month, ;ind the infani is ;iIso able
lo raise the upper pari of the trunk wilh Ihe help of his upper limbs. This exlension
[-Togresses from lhc nape lo Ihe lumbo-sacral region and is facililaled by Ihe developmeni
t>t the upward gaze.
Displacement of the upper limb forward may be seen earlier when facililaled by
Ll tactile stimulus which is applied lo the hand iifler Ihe upper limb has been previously
extended along the body (see newborn). Laler the displacement may be modilicd
b\ affeclivily; for inslance, the infant's extending ihe arm towards a famili;ir
object or towards bis moiher. About thc third month there is support upon the
lore-arm facilitaling Ihe clevalion of the thorax and head. A few weeks later the
tore-arms may be extended on the arms, the support being first laken on the dorsal
surface of the flexed fingers then on the palm of ihe hands.
About the sixlh or eighlh monlh. if ihe child is grasped and Ihrusl from above
downwards and laterally the corresponding upper limbs move lowurds the floor in
order to seek support (sialic aplilude of the upper limbs). The different segments
extend before establishing contact wiih ihe table. .At first, support is taken wiih the
li:ind closed and later with Ihe palmur face of Ihe hands. Support is sirong enough
lo sustain the weight of the body and must he evaluated for each limb separately. This
KLiciion may be obtained even when thc infant is blindfolded as previous visual
associations arc not necessary. Even al a more advanced slagc ihe hand w ill not open
if il is holding an object.
Placing Reaction of the Hand: When the examiner places the dorsal aspecl of
one of the infant's hands along the edge of the table there resulls flexion of ihe
different segments of the upper limbs, bringing the hand over the table, and al the
age of 3 or 4 months complete straightening of the upper limb. Support is first laken
on the fore-arm, then wrist and later wilh the hand opened, and still later the fingers
spread. Again the visual afferences are not necessary.
STANCE AND EQUILIBRIUM B; Silling Position; During the first weeks of
life, when the infant is pulled by the hands into a silting position from the supine, the
head falls back. Aboul the age of three monlhs the head is maintained in the prolongalion of the body axis, Thc child, as yet. does not contribute to the movement.
The lower limbs are oflen in flexion-abduction. Laler he moves his head forward, Ihe
trunk flexes actively and the lower limbs are raised from the lable.
Towards the end of the first six months ihe maneuver described above elicits a
spontaneous movement sirong enough to necessitalc only a light pull. Later the child
will sit alone. Gradually he will raise himself lo a sitting position with Ihe help of
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his upper limbs from the prone position, the hands and knees position and later from
Ibe supine.
Al the age of four or five monlhs lateral falls are frequent. However, the infant
will not tall lalciiilly when placed in a silling position, his back resting against a
pillow. If the trunk is not held il will fall forward. Early in this slage the infani
wilt noi reach wiih his hands for support as he does at live monlhs. The gradual
slraightening of the trunk which has been passively flexed results in backward fallill Ihe beginning.
Al aboul six or seven monlhs lhc infani will remain in a silling posiiion wilhoui
support but will not resist even a slight thrust. Resistance of the trunk towards a
lateral ihrusl is developed eariier than towards a backward ihrust. In the laleral thrust
the child will tall over, making no atlcmpl lo prevent the fall wilh his hands, (reflex
d'arcbouiement of the upper limbs or parachulism). However, at eight months thc
c.mlralaleral arm is abducted, the fore-arm extends on the arm, the fingers open
before conliicl. and the support is obtained liiler:ill\ on the palm of the hand and
fingers.
At ten to twelve monlhs if the child is pushed backward the upper limbs are
thrown back. The hands are generally oricnled from behind forward as a result ot
a slighl degree of inlernal rotation of ihe arm and pronalion of the fore-arm. In
these two reactions of "arc-bouiement" the support is first laken wilh the hantl
LIOSCLI. I \cn ill a laler slage the tiand is not opened when it is already flexed over
an object.
STANCE AND EQUILIBRIUM C: Upright Position; The abilily of the newborn lo straighten when Ihe feel are phiced on the lable and to mainiain an uprighi
posture disappears progressively. About the age of two months the feet are not well
oriented. Ihe support is Uikeii on ihe toes -.ind later on Ihe dorsal aspect of the flexed
Iocs (digitigrade altitude).
About the fifteenth day when the infant is placed with the dorsal aspect of his
tool iilong Ihe edge of Ihe lable Ihe first slage of Ihe pliicing reaction is seen. Flexion
of the different segmenls of the lower limbs brings the fool over the table. The
seCi>nd st.ige consists in siriiigblcning afler aclive or passive applicalion of the sole
of the fool on the lable and Ihe reaction is only elicited later.
The siraighlening reaction is losl when the feel are placed on the floor (physiolo:'i^,il ,isi,iM.i I liivUMil \vc olM.iiii ,1 p.issi\c llcMon ol Ihc irunk on ibc Ihighs inul
pcrsislencc of ihe iligiligrade allitude of the feet while the child is held. The stage
liisis approximalely unlil the end of ihe first six monlhs bul mav vary. Towards the end
of Ihe aslasic stage there is flexion allernaling wilh exlension in Ihe lower limbs and
Irunk I leaper's or jumper's slage).
As maintenance of Ihe uprighi posiiion becomes progressively more durable
and solid ihe support is taken on the plantar sole of the foot wilh the toes extended
Idetinilive upright posiiion). Each limb must be evaluated separately. About the
ninth or tenth month the infani is able to stand with support.
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STRAIGHTENING AND EQUILIBRIUM D: When Verlically Suspended:
siraighlening persists in the infani for .some time and is brought aboul by the same
maneuver as in the newborn. However, before the end of the first six months lhc
- raightening becomes sponianeous.
Equilibrium is demonstrated at the cephalic level by supporting the infanl's head
vhich is inclined laterally. Resistance offered by the head rapidly strengthens. Afler
a few weeks, and even during the first days, there exists a re;il nystagmus of ihe hciid
in this position. The head becomes totally fixed at aboul three months of age. Only
ill the beginning of the second six months docs resistance of the trunk lo slow anterior
iitid lateral inclinations appear and increases progressively during the following monlhs.
Resistance of the head and trunk lo brisk inclinations appears only later, the trunk
Ihen moving lo the opposite side.
LOCOMOTION; The first walk of the newborn persists for a few weeks but may
\ iry. Progressively, conlact with the floor is made with the lip of the foot. Rapidity,
regularity of rhythm and coordination diminish. Eiich fool is lifted less quickly from
lhc floor. Between two and six months the feel drag when the inliint is propelled
I hysiologica! abasia). Towards thc end of this period the infani has a lendency lo
leap, jump or beat the floor first with one foot and Ihen the other. A few weeks
later steps may again be produced by lifting and propelling Ihc child {final walk). Al
llie beginning of this stage there is neither rhvlhm nor coordination. The movements
are jerky, at limes isolated, and lhc flexion is marked at the level of the knees iiiul
hips. Contact of the fool al first is digitigrade, becoming plantigrade and then with
the heel.
At this stage the child in order lo maintain equilibrium when walking supports
himself by holding on lo furniture or someone's hand. At the beginning of the
sponianeous walk the upper limbs arc held in strong abduclion. All segments including
the fingers are extended and the feel thrown aparl. Slowly the base of suslcnlalion
and the abduction of Ihe arms diminish. :ind the associaled movements of the upper
limbs begin lo manifest themselves.
As was seen before, lhc upper limbs appear lo act quile independently of each
Olher in the newborn. While crossed reflexes were noled as being numerous in ihe
lower limbs of the newborn none are known to exist at that slage in the upper
limbs. An painful stimulus applied to one of the upper limbs may bring oul a
generalized reaction, bul no special correlalion beiween bolh upper limbs were noled.
During the physiological abasic period of the lower limbs each upper limb begins
lo show a tendency to rhythmical progression. This tendency can be seen before the
slage of sponianeous walk when from a posiiion on hands and knees the child is
lifted by the Irunk and lower limbs and propelled on Ihe floor (wheelbarrow maneuver).
At first the infani advances on his fore-arms with hands closed and later on lhc
extended upper limbs supporiing himself with the palm of his hands. In conlrasl lo
the lower limbs, thc alternate movements in thc upper limbs gradually improve as soon
as they appear and are never lost.
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The same oli^ervalions can be made for the static aptitude of the upper limbs.
The sighl or call of the mother helps to bring out these alternate movements of the
upper limbs, and the infani progresses correclly on his hands while he is not yet
able lo walk.
PREHENSION AND GRASPING
Prehension is a corlic;d phenomenon both purposeful and voluntary. The phenomenon consisis of the opening of the hand followed immediaiely hy iis closure when
the infant sees, comes in conlact with or hears lhc sound of an object. In Ihe newborn
ihe objecl once grasped is bekl, released or manipulated without apparenl purpose
•At this time ihe grasping reflex seems to consist more of tonic reflex of the flexors
of the fingers. The prehension per se becomes possible because of thc decrease in
the permanent flexor tonus of the upper limbs and of the tonic flexor reflex of thc
fingers.
Sighl. which limits lhc improvement or perfecting of lactile sense is of primar\
impi>rUince in the approach and in reaching tor an object. Wilb renewal of visuo-motoi
.^oei.iiion and progress in visual memory the infant becomes capable, upon seeinij
;in object, of reaching for it withoui continuing to look at i l .
About the age of three months the sight is concentrated on lhc hand. In Ihis wa\
Ihe associations beiween Ihe visual and somatic afferences are established. Autoevploratittn is. however, not only visual. Thc fingers of bolh hands come in coniaci
with each olher, Laler they will discover the knees and feet.
Affeclivily and environment also enter into the development of prehension,
sp.'iiianeous reactivity. During the examinalion. for instance, behavior of the infani
is seen lo vary according lo his familiarit\ with the person presenling thc object. Thc
characleristics of prehension and Ionic tiexor reflex of the fingers can best be differenliiiled by noling the isolated or separate mobilization of lhc fingers on the objecl and
ni.inipuhiiion of the objecl afler the opening of the hand.
Later when thc inlani brings an objecl grasped by chance to his moulh, he
ilcnu>nstrates a combination of Ihe Ionic flexor reflex of the hand and the ihunil''
sucking reflex. At ihe sighl of an objecl the child first shows generalized restlessness
and beating of the arms soon combined with movemenls of opening and closure of
the fingers which are kept iil a disiance, Laler these movements are combined wilh
ihose ot appro.ich and finalh pursuit of Ihe ohjecl. The approach is firsi bilateral then
uiiiliiier.il (nurror-like) belore the laterality becomes established.
Mobiliziiliim tirsl predomin;iles al the level of the shoulder (abduction-adduction,
then tlexion and exlension). Movemenls of thc elbow are well developed by the end
ot the lirst SIX months of lite and are slowly coordin;iled with movements of the other
segments. Moiilil\ of thc wrist (flexion, exlension and ulnar inclination) increases
riipidh during (he second six months while al the same lime the bidigital "claw" of the
ihumb ;md index finger iippears. Laleral inclination of the wrisl facilitates reaching
lor the objecl wiih Ihe Ihumb and index finger ;md Ihe moved hand is away from lhc
Msu.il held. 1 his movemeni is facilitated b\ ihe predominance of Ihe ulnar exlensibiliiv
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of the hand, a disposition frequenlly encountered and thought to be congenilal. The
preliminary opening of the fingers is. al first, hypermetrical. At Ihe end of the first
\car it becomes related lo the dimension of the objecl.
The p:irlicipalion of the trunk in prehension increases rapidly once the silting
p.isilion is mastered (flexion-extension, then torsion, the shoulders brought forward).
, \ i this stage the fields of prehension and sight develop parallel}'. Prehension facilitates
the rolalor\' movements of the trunk. Early in this stage Ihe object is held in the lip
of the palm of the hand and all phalanges are flexed.
The development of prehension is characterized by Ihe substitution of the middle
and distal phalanges lo the proxim;il phalanges, by a more active pari from the radial
fingers and finally by isolaled movements of ibe proximal phalanges and thc opposition
of the thumb to the index and other fingers. Slowly the infani adapts his strength
to the weight and physical qualities of the object.
Around the beginning of the second six monlhs manipulation associaled with movements of the arm. fore-arm and hand in an attempt lo bring the object into tbc visual
ticid becomes evident. I l is first bilaleral like the approach,
CONCLUSION
Throughout Ihe examinalion of ihe newborn from the lime of birlh lo the slagc
when the principal functions of the adull ivpe are established we see reaction patterns
chiingc continuously. Parallel progression or regression of reflexes, tonus and molilily
become evident as the child grows and is affected by environment.
It appears that continuous experience prepares Ihe cerebral corlex for an accumulation of afferences and appearance of new reflexes. The corlex seems to acl as a
register while undergoing constant transformation, multiplying these accumulations in
a chronological and spatial order, associating and classifying them through phases
of trials and renewals. At the same time the molilily is increased and extended and
conductibiliiy improved. The cerebral corlex accumulaies new afferences which are
iniegraled in the sensations and later in the perceptions. However, many, from the
anaiomical and functional point of view, allhough picked up by the corlex, remain
below the level of consciousness.
Many tests described ahove are not easily performed. All newborns are not
equally tolerant to stimuli and by nature are labile. The rapidity of response to
stimulus, ils briskness and persistance are equally variable. When a stimulus is
repealed il is not uncommon lo see the reaction less marked the second lime, slill
less the third and finally disappear. Extinction of many vegetative or affective lype
of reactions upon repetition of the stimulus is noi rare.
Particular attention, however, should be given thc main vegetative functions,
general stale of tonus, Moro reflex, curving-in reflex of the trunk, conlra-latcral
adductor reaction of the thighs which are mosl constant in the normal newborn. Any
asymmetry of tonus, motility, rapidity of degree, regularity, ostco-dendinous and
cutaneous reflectivity must be considered as abnormal chher on a constilutional or
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pathological basis. The prolongation of the least aclivity of a limb over a certain period
musl be given a similar interpretation. Asymmetry appears to indicale a morbid state
more clearly than does a more or less marked motor, tonic or reflex activity which is
sirongl) bilaleral and symmetrical unless definitely abnormal.
On the other hand, allhough ali signs are not equally importani. every phenomenon
of provoked motility may help to inform us on the state of anatomical and functional
arcs which are unexplorabic at this age through examination of the senses or of
movemenls executed on command, as seen al a more advanced age. Besides lhc
physiological interest of studying behavior of the newborn and older infant, the
proposed neurological tests have a greater value when we consider lhat they allow
us lo delect an anomaly, an asymmetrical activity, some reactions and lo uncover
wilhin the first few monlhs of life a palhological process whether constilutional or
acquired.
The new born and older infant arc exposed to factors of various degrees of
niorbidiu and lo more or less destructive lesions of the cortex. Whether these morbid
factors date back to the time of birth or soon afier, such as the third or sixlh month
of life, Ihey will not manifest themselves under the same semiological aspecl. Different
imp.iirmenls of funciion will appear according to the slage of anatomical developmeni
iind ph\siological maturity thai have been attained al the lime of aggression.
In contrast with normal semiology, the pathological will vary wiih the stage of
development. Besides the systematic affections and asymmetries an abnormal slate
may be due to the persistence of a behavior which should have disappeared and/or to
n ttcl.iy in acquiring lhc new pallern.
The utmost caution is necessary when referring lo the inlerprelalion to be
attributed to Ihe lime of appearance or dissappearance of any behavior modalily.
Here. a.s in psychology, the accepted period of appearance of a phenomenon is quite
exiensivc. The neurological curriculum is a series of linked reaclions. a sort of sketch
or pallern already prepared by the anatomy or the histology. We do not necessarily
find the same order of innovation and progression from one infant to thc next. Even
if bolh iippear norniiil. a few links in the chain of events and reactions can be displaced
or interchanged. Therefore, we musl only refer lo the dates or ages given previously
as poinis of reference, as an approximate index of function.
The experience leaches us lo be extraordinarily caulious when speaking of
prognosis, particularly when the critical slage — evidence of maturation of the
cerebral corlex — has not yel been passed. Al this period some previously existing
iibnormalities of the cortex, unlil then latent, may begin lo manifesl ihemselves in an
infiint previously considered normal. Conversely, some substitution may be established
which m;i\ mitigate Ihe previous palhological manifeslalions or cause them to disappear enlirely.
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